PROJECTS
SOLUTIONS

Client Requirements
Coordinate transportation of
project cargo from the U.S.,
Europe and Asia to ten
Former Soviet Union
countries.

Solution
Lead a planning effort
involving extensive corporate
resources and personnel
addressing all key operational
and management
requirements, ensuring the
program’s ongoing success
and our ability to manage
significant peaks in volume.

Results
We have consistently
exceeded our client’s key
performance metrics while
building a strong, 12-year
partnership.

As projects specialists, Lynden Logistics offers comprehensive
transportation and logistics engineering capabilities with worldwide
coordination, including services like air and ocean consolidations
and charters and part charters from anywhere, to anywhere. We
are experts in engineering transportation solutions through a defined
planning, execution, and management process that produces the
most efficient worldwide shipping service possible. This expertise
has proven invaluable to one of our project clients serving as the
prime contractor for a major U.S. Department of Defense initiative.
The work we perform for this client is complex and involves several
individual projects operating simultaneously and coordination with
multiple Engineering, Procurement, and Construction (EPC)
contractors. Lynden provides receiving and consolidation of
materials for transportation of cargo to ten countries in the Former
Soviet Union (FSU), with primary destinations in Russia, Georgia,
and Ukraine. Shipments originate in the USA, Europe, and Asia as
well as within, and/or between FSU countries. Our services include
materials expediting, line-item receiving, bar-coding, staging, and
export packing, delivery transport by rail, truck, air, and/or barge,
preparation of all shipping documentation, and complete web
visibility and shipment tracking.
To ensure successful execution of this project, Lynden initiated a
comprehensive planning process that thoroughly addressed each
individual project within the context of the entire program. We
employed substantial corporate resources and key personnel at
initial project planning to facilitate high operational conformance and
successful installation of quality management processes. Key to
this process was also establishing capacity buffers in systems,
hardware, and personnel to handle peaks in business volume.
As their primary logistics contractor, Lynden Logistics consistently
meets or exceeds our client’s key performance metrics. This has
resulted in a continuation of our companies’ 12-year business
relationship and additional opportunities to provide services outside
the scope of this project.

